
The Lofty Frontier

The Place:

Gao Jie Xiaoxing was founded by the Peoples’ Republic of Unified Asia
in the year 2109. On October 10 of that year, the Taiwanese crew of the
Beautiful Plum Odyssey Corvette made landfall on the centaur known
only as C406. During their initial survey of the minor planet,  they found
a “recent” impact crater (less than 1,000 years old) that had penetrated
the outer crust of the glorified asteroid to reveal a series of crude tunnels
and rough-hewn caverns. The interior features were clearly artificial, but
gave no evidence as the beings responsible for the construction. 

The Beautiful Plum claimed the centaur in the name of the PRUA and
christened it “Gao Jie.” Subsequent teams cleaned up most of the
passageways, installing di-crete and permaluminum walls and floors.
These teams also expanded the scope of the interior through additional
excavation and they enhanced the rooms by “humanizing” them. Gao Jie
has since been nicknamed “The Rock” by its oldest residents, a crude
name which has stuck, much to the disgust of the PRUA.

All this was 35 years ago. In that time, Gao Jie has become a hub of transit and trade in the Sol
System. It is not a pretty place, or a happy place, but it is a place of convenience and subtle
influence everywhere in the System.

The centaur is barely more than a large rock hurtling through the solar system on an erratic orbit
that carries it outside of Saturn’s orbit, weaving through the inner planets and back. The centaur

is a little more than a mile long and one-third that
measure in diameter. Generally speaking, there are
an average of 70 floors of habitable space running
along the full length of The Rock. In most places the
crust is at least 100 feet thick, although there are
places where the crust is considerably thinner. The
‘recent’ impact crater, for example, punctured through
the crust to reach the outermost corridors. However,

the PRUA converted the crater to become the central docking zone. Most, but not all, of the other
“thin crust” areas are located at the various other airlock and docking sectors.

Rumors persist that there are vast lengths of rough-hewn corridors, winding maze-like through The
Rock, that have seldom–if ever–been seen by a human. There are also rumors that say the original
occupants of the centaur are either returning to reclaim their home or are already there, living in the
unmapped areas, killing the population of Gao Jie as they can.

Docking, dining, and habitation is available and open to visitors of all races. Each “non-human”
race, however, is responsible to provide its own life-support needs; for example, non-oxygen
breathers do not have a specified living zone where their individual atmosphere needs are set up.
As a result, it is common to see beings throughout Gao Jie using individual breathing apparatus;
for convenience, most races have also set up their own restaurants as well.

Weapons are illegal in Gao Jie, although most are also generally accepted with a wink and a nod.
Provided, of course, that the peace is kept and as long as Gao Jie security is not drawn into a
conflict or forced to recognize the presence and/or use of a weapon. All beam and/or energy
weapons, however, are strictly forbidden; their use is immediately and harshly punished. So too are
slug weapons, especially explosive-slug weapons. These weapons obviously pose too great a risk
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of crust breach and depressurization.

Living and working in Gao Jie has never been easy. Money is tight and life is cheap. Individuals
vanish all the time without a trace. Some of these are never seen again; this of course helps
support the rumors of an unknown alien race hiding in Gao Jie. Whether these beings have earned
enough credits to travel elsewhere, have stowed away on a random, passing ship, or have been
killed–these questions are seldom answered unless the individuals reappear. It is not unusual to
find one’s self in a less-traveled area of The Rock and to encounter small puddles of various races’
vital fluids.

Beings:

• Mu Calcam: The PRUA still controls and governs Gao Jie, at least nominally. Mu Calcam
is the PRUA’s current appointed Governor. He was born and raised in the human colony
on the planet Discate Minimus. His parents both toiled away in the jade mines found on that
barren planet. As a teenager, Calcam joined with a neighborhood gang and used it as a
gateway to a career as a petty criminal. His activities eventually  gained the notice of the
PRUA’s governor on Discate Minimus, who took Calcam under his wing and groomed him
for a life of politics.
Calcam is in his early thirties and is short and slim. He is Asian and has very plain features,
with dirty blond hair and brown eyes. He is generous to a fault, which those around him use
to their advantage. In part because of this fault, Calcam is a very ineffective governor; his
staff completes most tasks for him. At best he is a figurehead, at worst, a puppet.

• Major Tau Saberant: As the Head of Security, Tau is the highest military authority in Gao Jie.
Most know that he is the true governing force behind Gao Jie, although it is a fact kept as
quiet as possible.
Tau is in his mid-forties and is career Army. He is tall and muscular with handsome, planed
and chiseled features. In his youth, his image graced numerous versions of the Army’s
recruitment posters on his home planet of Iagor IX. He keeps his dark brown hair shorter
even than regulations require and his piercing hazel eyes are constantly moving, looking for
miscreants and mischief. He supports temperance and proudly declares a life-long
abstinence from alcohol and drugs. His three vices seem to be his vanity, the love of his  and
his unwavering loyalty to Army regulations. He justifies his “puppeteer governorship” by
keeping a long, ever-growing list of violations committed by Governor Mu Calcam. After all,
he reasons, someone with authority needs to govern and it should be someone with a
government affiliation; because he’s a member of the Government’s Armed Forces and the
second-highest governmental authority in Gao Jie, who better to govern in Calcam’s stead?
The fact that nearly everyone knows that he is the power behind the Governor, but no one
wants to be caught admitting or suggesting that he is truly in charge. Tau does not like trying
to explain his reasoning to others. It’s likely that he truly realizes he’s on shaky ground and
does not wish to examine his reasons too carefully. Instead, he turns a blind eye to the fact
that everyone that matters already knows of his position.

• Muratrox: This “individual” (for lack of a better term) is a life-form from the planet Totamer
Divexatus Delta. Muratrox’s race are asexual and insist on being referred to with a pronoun
sounding like “duh.” Muratrax is a fount of wisdom and near-genius who is often overlooked
or disregarded because of duh’s looks. Muratrox most closely resembles a hemispherical
gelatin mold made of green gelatin. Within duh’s body are objects which appear to be pieces
of shredded carrot. The function of these objects is unknown; they could be organs, brain
cells, or partially-digested food. When not in his own quarters, Muratrox can be found
traveling the corridors in his robotic exo-suit.

• The Relegam of Extricum Minor: This being considers himself to be a king-in-exile and a
member of a Royal Family that has been in exile for 25 generations. Unfortunately for him,
there is absolutely no proof of this claim; even genetic tests have been inconclusive.



However, assassins from the ruling Royal Family of Extricum Minor are constantly hunting
for him and attempting to “put an end” to his claims, so many believe that his claim does, in
fact, have a basis in truth.
Beings from Extricum Minor, including the Relegam, are dog-sized arachnoids. They are
skilled fighters and make excellent for-hire assassins because of their arachnoid abilities,
and their skilled attacks (strangling limbs, noxious fumes, poisonous fangs, as well as thrown
weapons). They must rely on an omni-node translator device to speak in Sol Standard. The
Relegam delights in “clothing” himself by with garish silk scarves. 

• Captain Saxi: Saxi is second-in-command to Major Tau Saberant. Even though they hail from
sister planets in the Iagor System–Tau from Iagor IX and Saxi from Iagor VII–the two
Security officers are opposites in almost every way. No one would ever call Saxi handsome,
due in part to his nose, which has been clearly broken numerous times. He is of average
height and, although slender, still manages to convey a sense of flabbiness. This could be
attributed either to his soft features or to his slovenly, unkempt appearance: his uniform, for
example, has never seen the hot side of an iron or trouser press. His shocking red hair is
rarely combed and always sports a cowlick. Saxi thrives on avarice and, if he has any virtue,
it would be envy. He craves the power and position he believes Major Saberant enjoys. The
only thing the two of them share are their ever-vigilant hazel eyes. In contrast to Major
Saberant, however, Saxi is always on the lookout for information or blackmail he can store
up to gain power. Put bluntly, Saxi is not a nice person. 

• Sussureo: Sussureo is one of the leading merchants in Gao Jie. He runs a small shop in
which one can seemingly find anything they desire. Customers rarely find the same
merchandise twice in the store, and are constantly amazed at the quantity of merchandise
in such a small space. Those that believe in such things are confident that Sussureo has
some form of arcane power that he uses in his trade. 
Sussureo comes from the sole habitable planet in the Epsilon Mala System, a small forsaken
wasteland of a planet and the only solid planet in the System amid three gas giants. He looks
like a man-sized version of an Earth snake with arms. He is mostly brown mottled with green
hues. Many humans have been known to flee from his shop in primal horror when they first
meet him. He is, however, an affable sort; this is in itself surprising, considering his
motivating principles are overwhelming greed, deep-seated pride, and a bit of paranoia.
When angered, Sussureo has been known to rain crushing blows upon his foe; he disdains
weapons of every kind, believing that if you can’t kill with your hands, you shouldn’t be
fighting.

• Father Plagete Volvamere: Father Volvamere, like Major Tao Saberant, is career Army; the
two of them have served closely throughout their careers. When the Major was transferred
to Gao Jie, he requested that his close friend and spiritual adviser join him in the posting.
The two are strong friends; although Father Volvamere would never admit it publicly,
however, he has great pity for the extreme drive his friend shows as well as for the attempt
to justify wresting control of Gao Jie from Governor Mu Calcam. His journals are filled with
thoughts and questions on this topic; he would die with shame if Major Saberant ever learned
of his pondering.
Father Volvamere is a short humanoid with distinctly draconic features, although both his
tiny, useless wings and his floor-length tail are merely vestigial. He was forced out by the
Holy Confederacy on Arcturit over 113 years ago from his family home for his “improper”
desire to adventure and his “blasphemous” questioning about the nature and numbers of
gods in the universe. He has not seen his family since that day and the rare contacts with
others of his species have been short and tense, if not downright hostile. He joined the Army
who trained him in religion and projectile weapons; they did both extremely well and he has
never looked back.

• Benio: Benio is a human trader from the Greco-Italian colony on Solvi II. Not much is known
of Benio, other than his voracious appetite and crazed piloting. He flies an ancient
Magnawing he calls The Steel Tramp, which bears markings and registration from Innovative
Maxitronics. However, any questions posed to him about his ship are answered with a simple



blank stare...that suggests to the asker that he is seconds away from a painful death.
Benio is friendly enough, but no one seems to call him friend. He stands roughly four feet tall,
and is nearly as wide. He is completely hairless; even his ice-blue eyes lack eyelashes. His
face reflects strength rather than softness and his mind and wit are quick. He will carry any
cargo for a price and his favors never come free of charge.

• Lambda Extrices: Lambda Extrices is a being made of pure energy. It appears as a small
grey cloud; the peculiar interaction between the bodily energy and the atmosphere inside
Gao Jie  causes condensation and formation of a cloud. Were it not for this effect, Lambda
Extrices would be nearly invisible to the naked eye; as it is, most electronic devices outside
of a thermal  kaegu sensor cannot register its presence. It is unknown what world spawned
Lambda Extrices  and whether there are other beings like it. An omni-node translator device
is required for communication between Lambda Extrices and other beings. Attempts to make
psychic or empathic contact with Lambda Extrices have consistently resulted in loss of
sanity, dementia, and death. 

• The Dominar of Zeta Majoris is a humanoid refugee who has taken up residence in Gao Jie.
His daunting, proud title afforded him great respect when he first arrived, but as soon as the
omni-node translator got to work on his native tongue, it was learned that “Dominar”
translated to “Custodial engineer.” He has been largely unaffected by others learning this
fact; the Dominar naturally perspires liquid Etherine which allows him to travel dirtside Gao
Jie for maintenance and repairs for short periods without an atmosphere suit. He is paid
handsomely for the work he does around Gao Jie; he is quick and efficient, and leaves
spotlessness behind him. The Dominar is rumored to be the only being living in Gao Jie that
has been to every corner of The Rock. The Dominar will not verify this rumor; when asked
he becomes very quiet and withdrawn, remaining that way for days.
The Dominar (whose given name is unpronounceable in Sol Standard) is over seven feet tall
and incredibly thin with skin the hue of a yellow earth squash. He has a small 2"-square
patch of green hair on the back of his head where his skull meets his spine. The Dominar
has three long multi-jointed fingers on each hand that are placed equidistant around his
palm. Newcomers to Gao Jie are usually warned that he has little patience for foreign
customs and is easily annoyed by laziness.

• Flagrae Labrex is an oddity in Gao Jie. No one seems to know her background or what world
birthed her. She is humanoid; her head has two distinct faces that are set at angles on her
head  and which do everything in unison. Purple hair frames her head and a feather boa-like
mane of hair circles her shoulders. Flagrae also has three arms and two legs. Nothing about
her makes any sense in an evolutionary sense.
Flagrae is the owner and bartender at The Smiling Pirate. She has also become one of Gao
Jie’s “must see” sights for tourists and visitors. She doesn’t mind the attention; in fact, she
encourages it as it boosts business. After all, no one enters The Smiling Pirate without
having to purchase a drink. No one sits at a table without ordering a snack. In return,
however, Flagrae is exceptionally protective of her customers, especially her regulars. She
will not give up a name or information on any of her customers, past or present, to anyone.

• Enask Tepius: Enask is the resident Chief of Medicine in the Gao Jie medi-complex. He is
also slightly insane. He was born and raised on Mercenis 3 and left home for the first time
when he traveled to Mars Colony for medical school. He took up residence in Gao Jie fresh
out of school and has worked his way up through the ranks to Chief of Medicine in the small
medi-complex. He is in his early fifties with red eyes and wavy brown hair. Enask is of below-
average height and has rough, weathered features. He has no left arm. 
Dr. Tepius is a brilliant scientist and geneticist in his own right. Unfortunately, he has let that
go to his head and performs secret experiments. He has a secret lab in a disused chamber
he found in the basement of the medi-complex. 

• Madame Choco: Madame Choco is a freen from Solverant Fiducus VI. The freen are
horse-sized, ursine beasts with random porcupine spines across their body. Madame Choco
is covered from head to toe with a light beige fur. She is normally good-tempered, but
viciously protects her girls and staff.



Places:

• Nightside: The lower regions of Gao Jie. These are the older sections–run down and dimly
lighted. Most residents of Nightside are poor and unable to legitimately and legally eke out
a living. These are the down-trodden who made their way to Gao Jie and found themselves
unable to pay for transit off The Rock. Hidden traps and dangerous beings abound here,
nearly as far from civilized Gao Jie as one can get.

• Bloodport: This docking area was the site of a horrific accident shortly after the founding of
Gao Jie. Over forty beings of various species lost their lives in a shipping transport accident
caused in part by an agreement between an unscrupulous transport Captain and a void
butcher. Bloodport was immediately sealed off and is never used; rumor has it that the area
is haunted. Strange lights and shapes are often seen and odd sounds are often heard;
individuals have gone missing after venturing near Bloodport.

• The Violet Slayer: This establishment is an oddity of sorts, hearkening back to medieval
earth. It is, essentially, a modern-day inn. Not a bed-and-breakfast, but an inn: restaurant,
bar, and rooms. It promises good food, good drink, and a good night’s sleep at a reasonable
price. It is owned and operated by Nick Bates. Nick comes from earth and seems to be much
older than he appears; for example, he knows much more about earth history than someone
his apparent age should know. Beings who spend time talking to Nick become very
uncomfortable and uneasy without knowing exactly why. Nick loves to talk about his mother;
he clearly dotes on his mother, who is seldom seen.

• The Smiling Pirate: The Smiling Pirate is the seediest bar in Gao Jie. It is also the best place
to find pilots and smugglers. It is said that, given time, everyone who is anyone has passed
time in The Smiling Pirate. It’s prices are ridiculously low which should be a clue that the
drinks are watered down. No one seems to care.

• The Bazaar: The Bazaar is an open-air marketplace in the center of Gao Jie. There are 35
stalls selling everything from food to clothing to jewelry. Some of the more interesting stalls
sell: idols and incense; live food animals; charms; toys; alchemical ingredients; and clothing,
boots, and armor elements made from reptilian hide.

• Madame Choco’s House of Pleasure: One of the most popular houses of ill repute in the Sol
System, Madame Choco caters to all humanoid species and many of the more common non-
humanoid species that frequent Gao Jie.

Creatures:

• Durerat: The lower, darker, and more run-down areas of Gao Jie known as “Nightside” are
infested with a vermin known as the durerat. These tiny frog-like creatures are covered in
protective scales and make their home in shadow. They are excellent at tracking prey, and
will often group together to bring down prey many times their own size. They attack with a
scorpion-like tail striker and a choking acidic smoke.

• Void Butcher: Void butchers are vicious, hulking, insectoid beasts. They reputedly come from
deep space and thrive on negative emotions such as fear, hate, and pain. They use various-
sized spikes and paralyzing toxins against their prey, torturing the poor souls and extending
the negative emotions as long as possible until death, at which point they lay eggs in the
ruined corpse of their victim. Myths suggest that they are invulnerable after sundown. The
absence of “sundown” in Gao Jie suggests a reason for the frequent appearance of void
butchers in The Rock. There are those who have suggested that the void butchers are the
original inhabitants of Gao Jie, but have offered no proof for their assertions.

• Reackra: The reackra are a race of horrifying, decaying humanoids that closely resemble
undead creatures. They first spawned in the frozen wastelands on the planet Beta Aedar
where they are the dominant species. They have not reached the technological level to build
their own spacecraft; they reached the stars by stowing away on the craft of a visiting
science team. Their numbers throughout the known galaxies are few, but they are



widespread. They rend flesh with their massive, powerful fangs after disabling their prey with
the bitter cold which emanates from their bodies.

• X*klima: The x*klima are a species of diminutive canine beasts. They are bad-tempered,
always hungry, completely hairless, eat through a narrow proboscis, and have two foot-long
tentacles which grow from their shoulders. At the merest provocation, they attack with these
tentacles, which are covered with sharp needles. Each needle is coated with a near-instant
paralytic acid that first paralyzes the prey and then begins to break down the flesh and tissue
into a form easily consumed and digestible by the x*klima. They tend to travel in packs
usually numbering between five and twenty; when prey is brought down the packs swarm
in a frenzy, ripping and tearing at the wounded creature with their tentacles. This behavior
means that most pack attacks are almost instantly fatal for the victim.

• Kryskae: The Kryskae are a race of intelligent mobile fungus. These diminutive slimy
creatures make their homes in sewers. In Gao Jie, they’ve taken up residence in the waste
recycling system and venture out at quiet times to find prey. They use a hypnotic song and
toxic spores to snare prey and reproduce. They will root in their prey and absorb nutrients
and tissue, growing larger, and then dropping off to return to their lair. The victim is thus
infected and is more susceptible to future attacks. At some point the victim can no longer
recover from the Kryskaes’ feeding and will die, the spores within the corpse then giving rise
to a new generation.

• Adod: These tiny, furred arachnids are the intergalactic version of the cockroach. They bring
filth and disease wherever they go. Their bite delivers a necrotic poison infused with
pheromones; the pheromones cause any other adod within 25' to swarm and attack the
victim.

• Maxet: The maxet are a bat-like species from Kappa Laetis. They are nearly as dextrous on
the ground as they are in the air and use their ability to breathe fire to catch their prey. When
a pair of maxet are mating, they become extremely aggressive and irrational, liable to attack
without cause or warning.

Hooks:

• The holiday Anaif is a religious holiday in the Interficete Sigma System which is observed
during the ten-day period surrounding their fall equinox. It is a holiday associated with divine
love and innocence. Gao Jie security has received a tip that this year’s Anaif observance is
going to be disrupted by a group calling themselves “The Hidden”: a group of self-proclaimed
seers motivated by lust and greed. They have vast resources and a powerful influence within
Gao Jie; Captain Saxi has asked one of his men to approach the Player Characters to
intervene as unofficial deputies so that the Powers of Gao Jie can keep their hands clean
and continue to profess neutrality.

• The Player Characters are in transit toward Gao Jie and come into contact with members of
the Crimson Serpent. They are assassins from Epsilon Mala heading to Gao Jie to carry out
a contract on Sussureo. The Player Characters have been referred to Sussureo in order to
procure a neutron cortex calibrator, which their employer(s) require. The PCs’ employer(s)
are confident that Sussureo is the only source for a neutron cortex calibrator within light
years of Sol System.

• The human-sized bird-like Ambassador from Rho Defectus has arrived in Gao Jie as part of
a conspiracy with the ruling family of Extricum Minor. This is part of their latest bid to do away
with the Relegam once and for all. The Ambassador’s staff are, in actuality, master
assassins. Unbeknownst to the Ambassador, however, The Relegam is an old friend to one
of the Player Characters who has arrived in Gao Jie for a reunion, of sorts.

• Enask Tepius has decided to take his genetic dabbling a step further. He has cultivated
Captain Saxi’s trust; Saxi has confided in him the secret desire to supplant Major Tau
Saberant and control Gao Jie by himself. He even confessed that he wished to find a way
to convince the PRUA to appoint him as governor. Dr. Tepius has convinced Saxi that he has



“scientific means” by which Saxi can accomplish these goals. In return for Dr. Tepius’ help,
Saxi has agreed to give him free reign in his experiments and an unlimited budget.
Unbeknownst to Saxi, however, Dr. Tepius plans on cloning Saxi, programming the clone
to be loyal only to Tepius, and then murder and supplant Captain Saxi when the time is right.
Dr. Tepius has his own, insane goals, which include infiltrating the PRUA government with
his clones, ruin the economy, and then instigate a quiet coup. He believes a new group of
his clones would then be put into power and he would then be the puppet master of an
interplanetary superpower. He plans on putting his scheme into action next weekend.

• Saevant, a secretive smuggler from Gamma Meduso is attempting to bring aboard a crate
of high-powered explosive-slug throwers. The porcine humanoid currently has the weapons
hidden on his ship, the Lone Dagger; he is planning to conduct a Black Market auction in the
Nightside. His contacts suggest that a group known only as The Silent Horde is planning to
outbid all comers. The Silent Horde is a group of ex-military dissidents led by a former star-
pilot named Paige Davis. Davis plans to arm The Silent Horde and lead them on an assault
on the government building in the Mars Colony, using Gao Jie as a staging area. At least one
or more of the Player Characters should have family or close friends who work in the
government building in the Mars Colony.

• The local thieves’ union in Gao Jie is building an inverted disruption system that will allow
them to shut down all security cameras and alarm systems in The Rock, as well as any
docked vehicles (such as the Player Characters’ vessel). They are missing one vital piece:
a kod ring. Fortunately (for them) the Ignots–a canine species from the Jonsavo Sector–use
a particle carapace generator as a vital part of their observance of Vaezoco, a solemn
holiday commemorating strife and stability. The kod ring is an integral part of the particle
carapace and Vaezoco begins next week. Both the thieves’ union and the local Ignot
population will stop at nothing for possession of the kod ring. Goa Jie security forces are
insufficient to maintain control and are recruiting anyone available (such as the Player
Characters), including a group of bounty hunters who are present to sow discord and play
all sides against each other. The bounty hunters all carry and use powerful beam weapons.

• Several family members of one of the Player Characters are currently living in Gao Jie. A
group of religious zealots known as The Divine Gate are planning to release into Gao Jie a
rare strain of Dream Pox, a deadly and incurable disease. Members of The Divine Gate are
all slightly unstable and universally hated. They have made ridiculous and nonsensical
demands which cannot possibly be met before the declared deadline.

• Lambda Extrices, a resident of Gao Jie, has apparently gone insane, which poses potentially
fatal risk to both Gao Jie and the Sol System. One function of his insanity has disabled the
Player Characters’ ship and all other ships currently docked at Gao Jie. The Player
Characters are thus trapped in Gao Jie with everyone else.

• Refit Lenens is a bumbling trader, well-known for his many gaffes and mistakes. People
using his services can easily take advantage of him; his inherent clumsiness and klutziness
add to the slapstick nature of his work. He has just docked his ship, the Hazard Shock, at
Gao Jie carrying a load of “exotic pets.” His payload includes several species of Earth
animals as well as several x*klima, a crate of adod, a mating pair of maxet, and even a
reackra in suspended animation. During the unloading process there is a 50% chance with
each crate that he will do something that will cause the crate to burst open and release the
animals. As his airlock is adjacent to the Player Characters’ airlock, there is a 95% chance
that any animals released will make their way directly to the Player Characters’ ship.


